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NEW -- Earn More - Faster - With The EzylinkExpire PHP Script! Order This Script Today and Get 100

MASTER RESELL RIGHTS! SPECIAL 70 off SALE !!! NORMALLY $100.00 - ON SALE FOR ONLY

$1.99!!!! Dear Online Webmaster, Have you ever wondered how you could get customers to buy right

now? Still stumped? Let me take the guesswork out of it for you. One of the BEST ways to get your

customers to pay you RIGHT NOW -is to use expirable links! (Links that expire at pre-determined times) I

was totally amazed myself when I took the advice of an online friend and started to use deadlines on all of

my client specials. I started to receive MORE sales - right on time and more then I did before! Why?

Simple. Those who do not use expirable offers - usually end up getting placed on the "bookmarked -to

do" list by potential customers. Because I gave all of my clients a set deadline by issuing an expirable link

with the special, they knew to get there and get there quick! You know what I'm talking about..you've

probably even done it a few times yourself. You visited a website... liked what you read.... decided to

place it on your favorites list along with the mindset that you'd order it later - right? So let me ask you..how

many times did you forget all about it...or even worse...decided later on that you did not want the product

anymore? Your customers do the same thing. Why get in a hurry about ordering something that will be

there in a year or two? Believe me..I've been there. I have felt the frustration of creating a limited time

offer for my clients, only to have them ask about the offer 2 days after it expired. I mean, usually, when I

have a special sale -- I want to earn some profits and earn them before the deadline. Why didn't they

order on time? Probably because I didn't have a way to officially "Stop" the offer, short of removing the url

all together. As a busy webmaster, I find it hard to get sleep - let alone have enough time to delete and

add pages every day. So I set out on a mission -- a mission to develop a product that would allow me to

give a deadline that had to be followed or my clients didn't get the deal. I wanted a solution to MY problem

of too-slow customers. After months of development time, I now have that solution - the solution to my

"to-do" list nightmares!
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